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VANGUARD INTEGRITY PROFESSIONALS COMMITED
TO THE STRENGTHENING OF CYBERSECURITY WHILE RANSOMWARE
TAKES CENTER STAGE
Vanguard’s Unwavering Endorsement Of The Cybersecurity Executive Order
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA – May 17, 2017 – Vanguard Integrity Professionals cybersecurity experts with
cybersecurity solutions securing any enterprise, endorse the recent approval of the Presidential Executive
Order on Strengthening the Cybersecurity of Federal Networks and Critical Infrastructure, already earning
positive reviews from the cybersecurity community, who see it as a valuable starting point towards
strengthening cyber defenses. Vanguard is fully committed to the support and endorsement of the
executive order and its ongoing war against cyber terrorism and the protection of critical infrastructure.
“Vanguard’s unwavering commitment to the recently released Executive Order in Strengthening the
Cybersecurity of Federal Networks and Critical Infrastructure with our cybersecurity products and
solutions especially when the risk to critical commercial and government data is so high,” said Brian
Caskey, chief marketing officer at Vanguard. “We continue to enhance and improve our already highperformance solutions with the latest in cybersecurity and threat detection capabilities. With the recent
onset of attacks like last week’s WannaCry ransomware, the unprecedented malware attack swept the
globe late last week, and security researchers estimated that nearly 57,000 computers in more than 150
countries were infected by the end of the day on Friday. While the spread of this terrifying ransomware
has slowed, it still impacted more than 230,000 systems around the world and new, more potent,
versions are already emerging. We need to be vigilant and update software and take the utmost
precautions to protect ourselves, our enterprises and our companies from future attack.”
Protecting the nation’s critical infrastructure - for more than thirty years Vanguard has helped our
customers safeguard mission-critical data and applications. Vanguard proudly protects the nation’s
critical infrastructure including Financial, Insurance, HealthCare, Education, Communications, Utilities,
Transportation and Government Agencies.

Key Takeaways
-

Vanguards unwavering commitment to support the Cybersecurity Executive Order with its
ongoing war against cyber terrorism to protect the Nations Critical Infrastructure.
Vanguards commitment to the Strengthening of Cybersecurity.
Vanguards ongoing commitment to develop and deliver cybersecurity solutions securing and
enterprise.
Vanguards resolute commitment to securing and protecting our customers, their data and
enterprises.

For immediate Cybersecurity Assessment and Remediation contact Andre Limarenko at
+1.702.794.0014.
For a complete description of Vanguard Cybersecurity solutions, visit www.go2vanguard.com.
About Vanguard Integrity Professionals
Vanguard Integrity Professionals provides enterprise security software and services that solve complex
security and regulatory compliance challenges for financial, insurance, healthcare, education,
transportation and government agencies around the world. Vanguard provides Cybersecurity Solutions
Securing any Enterprise. The world’s largest Financial, Insurance, Government Agencies and Retailers
entrust their security to Vanguard Integrity Professionals. Vanguard is committed to protecting and
securing the Cloud and any Enterprise environment. Vanguard provides 24/7/365 live customer support
from the United States of America.
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